HOW TO PRESENT

MARKETING
DATA
TO THE C-SUITE

Here’s the problem—marketing professionals use a
different language than the rest of their executive team.
When they speak their native tongue in the C-suite, it
doesn’t translate, and executives don’t know how to
contribute to the conversation (hence the deafening
silence). This disconnect is the marketer’s paradox!
We know better than anyone how important it is to
speak in a way our target audience will understand and
appreciate. Yet many of us neglect to apply this rule
in real life.

MARKETING 101:
Before we can effectively speak to our target audience,
we must understand what it is they want to hear.

WHAT THE C-SUITE
REALLY WANTS
TO KNOW
Your executive team wants your marketing data to answer specific
questions relevant to their core interests. Predictably, these

HOW TO CALCULATE:

CAC

Divide the total cost
(marketing expenses) of
acquisition by the total
number of new customers
for a given time period.

core interests are “business minded” and focused on business
outcomes. If you want to wow them, here’s the story your
marketing data needs to tell:
•

Current and potential addressable market size

•

Total size and growth (compared to competitors)

•

Adverse market or product changes

•

Total customer revenue (segmented by channel)

•

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

•

Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV)

•

Customer comparisons involving CAC and CLTV

Conversely, we marketers are eternally hung up on the marketing
funnel. What does data tell us about top-funnel growth? Which

HOW TO CALCULATE:

CLTV

There are several ways to
calculate this metric, which
makes it slightly more
challenging to explain.
But not so complex that you
need a degree in calculus to
figure. Kissmetrics has you
covered with a super-simple
infographic.

channels drive the most funnel traffic? How are people moving
through the funnel? What’s our average conversion rate? These
are great questions that we should ask ourselves. But in the same
way my engineer spouse doesn’t talk AutoCAD® at the dinner
table, don’t talk “marketing shop” in the executive boardroom.

LEARN HOW

REFINING YOUR PRESENTATION
You need to do better than page views, open rates, followers and leads if you want to impress your
executive team and obtain the necessary approvals to keep strategies moving forward. In other words,
you need to figure out how your marketing data relates to the core C-suite interests listed above.
Let’s say you are pitching your marketing data to the C-suite to get approval for your request to
hire an SEO specialist. Here are some examples of what you can say:

‘‘

This is our traffic data from SEO and
social. As you can see, both have been
growing. These channels are organic,

‘‘

which means we don’t pay each time we
acquire a customer through them. The
more SEO and social grows, the more our
Customer Acquisition Cost decreases.”

As you can see, our Customer
Acquisition Cost is higher than
we’d like it to be. If we invest
more in SEO and social, we may
be able to decrease Customer
Acquisition Cost. This will also
help us increase Customer
Lifetime Value.”

‘‘

Our Customer Lifetime Value is really low compared to the amount we’re
spending on paid search. If we invest in SEO and rank organically, we could
stop losing searches to our competitors and simultaneously increase our
Customer Lifetime Value.”

NOT YOUR AVERAGE TIPS FOR
PRESENTING TO C-SUITE
You’ve got your story straight.
Now for 7 tips to ensure your presentation is pitch perfect:

1

Think about your executive team and what type of presentation they will best respond
to. Are they a classic free-form kind of crew or do they prefer instructor-style PowerPoint
presentations? Would they respond well to a “coaching” whiteboard presentation, or are
they more dazzled by applications that incorporate interactive media?

2

3

4

BLUF. No, don’t attempt to deceive your executive team. Put your Bottom Line Up Front.
Be direct and get to the point, but do so strategically and confidently.

Be prepared to not know everything. If something comes up and you don’t have the
information at hand, respond with something like, “My assumptions are XYZ, but I will
confirm and get back to you this afternoon.”

Refine your business acumen and practice speaking C-suite’s language.

5

Remember that the C-suite isn’t just focused on sales goals and revenue. They also want
you to humanize data by bringing the voice of your organization’s target audience to the
boardroom. Top-level executives rarely (if ever) communicate directly with customers.
But this doesn’t mean they prefer the disconnect.

6

Create a comparison chart of customers you’ve acquired through your most successful
marketing channels. Under each customer/channel, define CAC, CLTV, number of
customers and the revenue they generate. This is the most direct way you can show the
C-suite which channels represent their most promising investments.

7

Offer recommendations based on the correlations you draw between your marketing
data and their core interests.

KUNO CREATIVE CAN WORK
WITH YOU TO TIE YOUR MARKETING
INITIATIVES TO YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
BUSINESS INITIATIVES.

REQUEST A CONSULTATION

Contact us for a more in-depth conversation!
www.kunocreative.com

